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EXISTING NORTH ELEVATION
Scale: 1:501

Existing electricity 
pole to be removed
& reinstated in new 
location further away
from the building  

EXISTING MATERIALS
Zinc roof ridge
Welsh slates
Stone skews with cement fillets
Cement render walls to two storey building
Random rubble stonework walls to one storey wing
Timber sash & case windows throughout 
Plain timber door (non-original) to first floor flat
Cast iron rainwater goods 
Modern brick retaining wall to garden 

The proposal is to 
carefully remove
existing stone steps
and stone wall 
ensuring no damage 
to the surrounding 
stonework 
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EXISTING WEST ELEVATION
Scale: 1:502

Area of previous door (now infilled) 

Existing stone steps
and stone wall  to
be removed 
ensuring no damage 
to the surrounding 
stonework 

PROPOSED NORTH ELEVATION
Scale: 1:503

PROPOSED MATERIAL SCHEDULE
Zinc ventilated ridge
Cupa Heavy Spanish Slate roof with traditional patent glazing system
Alumasc aluminium rainwater goods in natural aluminium finish
Timber doors & windows with painted finish
Russwood Scotlarch board-on-board vertical timber cladding to walls 
Pre-cast concrete stringcourse around top of stonework - coloured to 
match stonework
Random rubble stone basecourse sourced from farm with lime pointing 
Pre-case concrete step to door - coloured to match stonework  

PROPOSED WEST ELEVATION
Scale: 1:504

Both top and bottom rainwater gutters
to new extension are to line in with the 
existing rainwater gutters.
Upper rainwater gutter to be replaced
with a central valley gutter formed from
Code 5 lead laid to falls to exit 
into Alumasc aluminium hopper head. 

Code 5 lead flashing to junction of 
new roof to existing roof.

New  brick retaining
wall to seperate two
garden areas 

Existing RWP relocated
to corner 
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